
Purpose	  of	  the	  Research	  
 This research is about 19th Century court decisions 

denying citizens access to public records. We believe that 
restrictive 19th Century court decisions are not supposed to 
be the law in the 21st Century. So, we were astonished by a 
unanimous decision of the Supreme Court of the United 
States from spring 2013. That decision contains approving 
references to obsolete and overturned 19th Century court 
decisions restricting access to records. 
 

 We believe that decision, in the case known as McBurney 
v. Young (2013), may not be an immediate danger to open 
records. However, the hostility expressed against access in 
Justice Samuel A. Alito, Jr.’s opinion for a unanimous Court 
may be taken as a warning about what the Court might do to 
records access should an opportunity arise. The United 
States is engaged in what Gore Vidal termed Perpetual War 
for Perpetual Peace, and freedom to scrutinize government 
actions diminishes in wartime. And when access is the 
question in wartime, records closure is apt to be the answer. 
Our focus, however, is more limited. We’re not talking about 
records and national security. We are talking about this 
nation’s hard-won victories in opening records at the county 
courthouse; victories citizens tend to take for granted. 

The	  Case   
 Mark J. McBurney of Rhode Island and Roger W. 

Hurlbert of California each requested documents under 
Virginia’s FOIA, but were refused because they were not 
citizens of Virginia.  Justice Samuel A. Alito’s opinion for 
the Court noted that petitioners McBurney and Hurlbert 
“filed suit under U.S.C. [United States Code] § 1983, 
seeking declaratory and injunctive relief for violations of the 
U.S. Constitution’s Privileges and Immunities Clause, and, 
in Hurlbert’s case, the dormant Commerce Clause.” 
 

 In 2011, a U.S. District Court upheld the Virginia FOI 
Act’s exclusion of non-citizens of that state via summary 
judgment, and the summary judgment was upheld by the 
Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit. The U.S. Supreme 
Court affirmed that holding in 2013, declaring that a state 
does not have to “. . . always apply all its laws or all its 
services equally to anyone, resident or non-resident, who 
may request it so to do.” The Court added, “Rather, we have 
long held that the Privileges and Immunities Clause protects 
only those privileges and immunities that are 
‘fundamental.’” Evidently, access to government 
information, in the eyes of Justice Alito—and by extension, 
a unanimous Supreme Court, is not “fundamental.” 
 
 

Results	  
 

Conclusion	  
 What the Court did not say in McBurney seems 

instructive because it ignored some earlier Supreme Court 
language congenial to information access. Justice Alito also 
was dismissive of Freedom of Information Acts passed at the 
federal and state levels in the last half of the 20th Century. 
This selective or one-sided use of evidence is all too 
common in Supreme Court opinions.  
 

 There have been tantalizing suggestions by the Court 
that gathering records has First Amendment protection.  
In the 1972 reporters privilege case, Branzburg v. Hayes, the 
Court found that reporters, when subpoenaed, must testify 
before a state or federal grand jury. Reporters Privilege was 
not accorded First Amendment protection. But throwing a 
sop to the press as he wrote for the Court in Branzburg, 
Justice Byron White declared:  

We do not question the significance of free speech, press, 
or assembly to the country’s welfare. Nor is it 
suggested that news gathering does not qualify for First 
Amendment protection; without some protection for 
seeking out the news, freedom of the press could 
eviscerated. 

  
 The Supreme Court’s strongest move toward First 

Amendment protection for newsgathering came in 1980, in a 
decision involving the right for the public (and thus the news 
media) to attend criminal trials. Chief Justice Warren Burger 
wrote that the First Amendment guarantees a public right to 
attend criminal trials. He declared that the Court has 
recognized that “certain unarticulated rights” are implicit in 
the Bill of Rights, including the rights or association, 
privacy, and the right to attend criminal trials. In a 
concurring opinion, Justice John Paul Stevens termed 
Richmond Newspapers “a watershed case.” Stevens wrote: 

Until today the Court has accorded virtually absolute 
protection to the dissemination of information or ideas, 
but never before has it squarely held that the 
acquisition of newsworthy matter is entitled to any 
constitutional protection whatsoever. 

  
 It will take a 21st Century sea change in First 

Amendment interpretation to overcome the U.S. Supreme 
Court’s long-held conclusion that the First Amendment is 
not a freedom of information act.  
 

 Justice Alito’s opinion for the Court in McBurney v. 
Young raises questions about judicial use of history as 
precedent. Why? 

  
 Perhaps a partial answer can be found in a quip 

attributed to the newspaper editor and cynical sage of 
Baltimore, H.L. Mencken: A judge, Mencken said, is a law 
student who marks his own examination papers.  
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McBurney v. Young: !
19th Century Precedents Used to Downplay 21st Century FOIA Statutes

It is said that courts move with adequate precedents if not with adequate 
grace. But what if the precedents used are NOT adequate, but are 
partial, one-sided, and misquoted? Let’s consider just a few of Justice 
Alito’s bold strokes: 
 
§  Alito’s quest for historical precedent opposing open records led to 

him to cite the 1789 English King’s Bench decision in King v. 
Shelley, where Judge Sir Francis Buller ruled, “[O]ne man has no 
right to look into another’s title deeds and records, when he has no 
interest in the deeds or records himself.” Note that this decision was 
from a nation with an unwritten constitution, and from a time—1789
—when the United States government was just beginning under its 
own Constitution. Also, this was before the adoption of the First 
Amendment and the Bill of Rights on December 15, 1791. 

§   After citing a similar result from an 1837 English decision in King v. 
Justices of Staffordshire, Justice Alito turned to 19th Century 
American decisions, from Kansas and from Alabama. He cited 
decisions which held that to see a public record, a person had to have 
a provable, personal, interest in seeing that record. But he ignored  
words of a 1988 Virginia Supreme Court decision  [Associated Tax 
Service v Fitzpatrick] ruling that a citizen’s purpose or motivation in 
making a request is not relevant to being able to inspect the record in 
question. 

§  Since McBurney v. Young was a Virginia case being decided in 2013, 
why was Justice Alito so fixated on the now-vanished requirement 
that demanded a “direct, tangible interest” on the part of the record-
seeker? 

 
 Justice Alito’s unfair use of an iconic book—his misapplying of 

Harold L. Cross’s 20th Century book, the 1953 classic The People’s 
Right to Know–was particularly egregious. 
 
§   Justice Alito cited Harold L. Cross’s summary of restrictive English 

precedent limiting access to public records or documents. That 
reference is particularly ironic:  Harold Cross was a legendary 
lawyer and teacher at the Columbia University School of Journalism. 
His book was written when he was general counsel for the American 
Society of Newspaper Editors. Cross worked closely with Rep. John 
E. Moss’s House Subcommittee on Government Information as it 
drafted the federal Freedom of Information Act. Cross is credited 
with being the author of much of the language of the FOIA. 

Justice Alito ignored that part of history, relying instead on a 
constitutional Full Faith and Credit assertion in a 1978 U.S. Supreme 
Court decision that Montana could charge seven and a half times more to 
out-of-staters than to Montana residents for the privilege of elk hunting. 
Elk hunting is not a basic right. Alito then declared in his 2013 opinion 
for the Court in McBurney v. Young: 

Nor is such a sweeping right [such as access to government records] 
“basic to the maintenance or well being of the Union. [citations 
omitted]  FOIA laws are of relatively recent vintage. The Federal 
FOIA was enacted in 1966 . . . and Virginia’s counterpart was adopted  
two years later . . . .  There is no contention that the Nation’s unity 
foundered in their absence, or that it is suffering now because of the 
citizens-only FOIA provisions that several states have adopted. 


